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Abstract
A model for heating and evaporation of mono- and multi-component droplets, based on analytical solutions to the
heat transfer and species diffusion equations in the liquid phase, is summarised. The implementation of the model
into ANSYS Fluent via User-Defined Functions (UDF) is described. The model is applied to the analysis of pure
acetone, ethanol, and mixtures of acetone/ethanol droplet heating/cooling and evaporation. The predictions of the
customised version of ANSYS Fluent with the newly implemented UDF model are verified against the results
predicted by the previously developed in house, one-dimensional code.
Keywords: Droplets, multi-component fuel, heating, species diffusion, evaporation.
Introduction
The problem of modelling droplet heating and evaporation is a longstanding one and has been widely discussed
in the literature [1-3]. Modelling of these processes is an integral part of the analysis of many engineering
processes, including those which take place during spray combustion in Diesel engines [4]. The models
incorporated in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes used for the analysis of these processes, are based
on a number of assumptions, the applicability of which to practical engineering problems is not at first evident [24]. One of these assumptions is that there is no temperature gradient and/or recirculation inside droplets, which
could be justified in the case when liquid thermal conductivity is infinitely large. Liquid thermal conductivity is indeed
much larger than that of gas in most cases, and this has been generally considered as a justification of the
abovementioned assumption [4]. This approach, however, overlooks the fact that heating and evaporation of
droplets in most engineering applications is not a steady state, but transient process, for which heat transfer is
characterised by thermal diffusivity rather than thermal conductivity. The thermal diffusivity of liquid, in contrast to
thermal conductivity, is much lower than that of gas in most cases. This allows us to question the widely used
assumption that temperature gradients inside droplets can be ignored when modelling droplet heating and
evaporation. The need to take into account temperature gradient inside droplets was highlighted in many
experiments including those discussed in [5] (see also [2]).
The authors of [6] were perhaps the first to describe the preliminary results of implementation of a model for droplet
heating and evaporation, taking into account the effects temperature gradient and recirculation inside droplets, into
the commercial CFD software ANSYS Fluent. This problem was investigated later in more details in [7]. In the latter
paper, the results of the implementation of the model of mono-component droplet heating and evaporation in
ANSYS Fluent, using User-Defined Functions (UDF), was described. The predictions of the customised version of
ANSYS Fluent were verified against experimental measurements performed at the Combustion Research Facility,
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California and results predicted by in-house research code for an ndodecane droplet heated and evaporated in hot air. The main limitation of the model described in [7] was that it is
applicable only to mono-component droplets, while most droplets used in engineering, including automotive
applications, are multi-component. For the case of multi-component droplets, the process of species diffusion inside
droplets needs to be taken into account alongside the heat transfer process [2]. The characteristic times of species
diffusion are generally much longer than temperature relaxation times. Thus, taking into account species diffusion
inside droplets is expected to be even more important than taking into account temperature gradients.
The main focus of our paper is on the generalisation of the results reported in [7], to the case of multi-component
droplets, using the results of preliminary analysis presented in [6]. In contrast to mono-component droplets, the
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modelling of multi-component droplets needs to take into account both heat and species transfer processes inside
droplets. The model to be used in our analysis is based on analytical solutions to the heat transfer and species
diffusion equations in the liquid phase and is described in detail in [2]. The effect of recirculation in the liquid phase
is taken into account based on the Effective Thermal Conductivity (ETC)/ Effective Diffusivity (ED) model [2]. The
Abramzon and Sirignano approach [8] is used for modelling the gas phase.
The main ideas of the model used in our analysis are summarised in the following section, based on [2]. Then the
details of the implementation of the model into ANSYS Fluent are described. The predictions of the version of
ANSYS Fluent, with the new model implemented into it, will be compared with the predictions of the previously
developed one-dimensional code for the case of heating/cooling and evaporation of acetone/ethanol droplets. The
choice of these droplets was based on the fact that the predictions of the one-dimensional code for them were
validated against experimental data [9]. Then the main results of the paper are summarised.
Basic equations and approximations
The heat transfer inside the droplets is described by the one-dimensional heat transfer equation, assuming that all
processes are spherically symmetric. The analytical solution to this equation is presented as [2]:
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where r is the distance from the droplet centre, R d is the droplet radius, 𝜆𝜆𝑛𝑛 are positive solutions to the eigenvalue
equation (numeration starts from the first positive root, the roots are in ascending order):
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,

c l and ρ l are liquid specific heat capacity and density, respectively, L is specific heat of evaporation, h and Nu are
convection heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number for the gas phase, respectively, T g is the ambient gas
temperature, k g is gas thermal conductivity, 𝑚𝑚̇𝑑𝑑 is droplet evaporation rate, k eff is the effective conductivity of the
liquid phase:
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30
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(3)

k l is the liquid thermal conductivity, Pe l =Re l Pr l is the liquid Peclet number.
The introduction of k eff was made within the so called the Effective Thermal Conductivity (ETC) model developed
to take into account the effects of droplet velocity on the average value of its surface temperature. Obviously, this
model cannot adequately describe the distribution of temperature inside droplets due to recirculation triggered by
their relative velocities. Assuming that the time dependence of ζ is weak (this is particularly good approximation
when Equation (1) is applied to a short time step (see below)), the terms proportional to the time derivative of ζ can
be considered small. This allows us to simplify Equation (1) to:
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The droplet evaporation rate 𝑚𝑚̇𝑑𝑑 is estimated as:
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where D is the binary diffusion coefficient in the gas phase,
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B M is the Spalding mass transfer number, Sc is the Schmidt number. h and Nu are linked by the equation:
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Nu is the Nusselt number, B T is the Spalding heat transfer number and Pr is the Prandtl number for the gas phase.
In the limit of infinitely large liquid thermal conductivity, Equation (1) can be simplified to (see [2] for the details):
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Where m d , A d and T s are the droplet mass, surface area and surface temperature, respectively.
The derivation of Equation (1) was based on the assumption that h and T g are constant during the process of
droplet heating and evaporation which is not satisfied in most engineering applications (e.g. the reduction of R d
during the evaporation process would lead to an increase in h). That means that neither Equation (1) nor Equation
(4) can be used directly during the whole period of droplet heating and evaporation. Both these equations, however,
can be used during short time steps Δt when the assumption of constant h and T g is valid. In this case, the solution
to these equations at the end of the time step can be used as the initial condition for following time step with updated
values of all other parameters, if necessary. As in [7] our analysis is based on Equation (4).
As in the case of heat transfer equation inside droplets, we assume that species diffusion inside them is described
by the one-dimensional species diffusion equation and all processes are spherically symmetric. The analytical
solution to this equation for the mass fractions Y i is presented as [2]:
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𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑟𝑟, 0) Is the initial ith species mass fraction distribution inside the droplet.
D eff is the effective species diffusivity in the liquid phase assumed to be the same for all species and defined as [2]
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D l is the liquid diffusivity, Pe lY = Re l Sc l is the liquid Peclet number referring to species diffusion.
The introduction D eff was made within the so called Effective Diffusivity (ED) model developed to take into account
the effects of droplet velocity on the average values of its surface mass fractions in the liquid phase. This model
cannot adequately describe the distribution of species inside droplets due to recirculation triggered by their relative
velocities. Vapour molar fractions of species at the surface of the droplets and the corresponding molar fractions
in the liquid phase are linked by Rault law [2].
Implementation of the model into ANSYS Fluent
Equation (7) was implemented into the customised version of ANSYS Fluent alongside with the previously
implemented Equation (4). The right-hand sides of these equations were calculated via the User Defined Functions
(UDF); thermodynamic and transport parameters were calculated based on the average temperature inside the
droplets, using Simpson's method [10]. The droplet volume was discretised into N L = 500 concentric layers to
calculate the series in Equations (4) and (7). The integrals (I n and I in ) and average temperatures inside droplets
were also calculated using the Simpson’s method with 501 points for 500 layers. At each time step temperatures
and species distributions were calculated from Equations (4) and (7). Time-steps for calculations were taken equal
to δt=10-6 seconds. The roots of the eigenvalue Equations (2) and (8) were found using the bisection method with
accuracy of 10-8.
Results and discussion
The newly developed customised version of ANSYS Fluent was applied to the analysis of cooling and evaporation
of droplets of ethanol, acetone and mixture of ethanol and acetone, as described in the experiments the results of
which are presented in [9]. The transport and thermodynamic properties of acetone and ethanol were taken from
[9]. The initial droplet temperatures were in the range 293-296 K, while the temperatures of ambient air were in the
range 305-312 K at atmospheric pressure. Gas parameters in the vicinity of the droplet surface were calculated
based on reference temperature T ref = (2T s + T g ) / 3. 200 eigenvalues were used to calculate temperature
distribution and 10 eigenvalues were used to calculate species mass fraction distribution. Gas and liquid properties
are taken from [5,11].
The results predicted by ANSYS Fluent were verified against the results predicted by the one-dimensional in-house
code. The predictions of the latter code, in their turn, were verified against the predictions of the code based on the
numerical solutions of the heat transfer and species diffusion equations [9]. This allows us to use the
abovementioned code (IHC) as the reference code to verify the results for heating and evaporation of droplets of
various compositions predicted by the new customised version of ANSYS Fluent.
The results of the comparison between ANSYS Fluent and in-house code for the temperatures at the centre and
surface of the droplet and droplet average temperature are shown in Figs. 1-5 for various droplet and gas
parameters and various compositions of droplets: pure acetone (Fig. 1), pure ethanol (Fig. 2), 75% ethanol and
25% acetone (Fig. 3), 50% ethanol and 50% acetone (Fig. 4), 25% ethanol and 75% acetone (Fig. 5). Input
parameters used in calculations are summarised in Table 1. As can be seen from these figures, in all cases the
agreements between Fluent and IHC results are reasonably good. The percentage errors for the abovementioned
three temperatures after 7 ms is between 1.0-4.0% for acetone, 6.0-6.1% for ethanol, between 2.0-3.5% for the
mixture with 25% of ethanol, between 0.5-1.8% for the mixture with 50% of ethanol and between 0.3-1.8% for the
mixture with for 75% of ethanol. Note that the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 were obtained without using the new
features of the ANSYS Fluent code developed in our work (they could be obtained based on the version of the
code developed in [7]). In all cases shown in Figs. 1-5 the changes in droplet radii were small and the corresponding
curves are not shown.
Table 1 Droplet and gas temperatures, droplet diameters and approximations of droplet velocities, inferred from
[11] and used in calculations.
Composition

acetone
ethanol
+25% ethanol
+50% ethanol
+75% ethanol

Droplet
temperature
(K)
308.25
311.15
305.65
310.65
311.75

Droplet
diameter
(μm)
143.4
140.8
133.8
142.7
137.1

Gas
temperature
(K)
294.65
295.15
294.25
293.95
294.75

Droplet velocity
approximations in m/s
(t is in ms)
12.81 – 0.316t
12.30 – 0.344t
12.75 – 0.370t
12.71 – 0.488t
12.28 – 0.306t
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As can be seen in Figs. 1-5 the difference between the temperatures at the centre and surface of the droplets and
droplet average temperatures is approximately 2-9 K, which cannot be ignored in most engineering applications.
This difference was ignored in the conventional version of ANSYS Fluent (e.g. [4]), which cannot be justified in the
general case. The agreement between ANSYS Fluent and IHC results gives us confidence in applying the new
customised version of ANSYS Fluent to more complex problems that those presented in Figures. 1-5.

Figure 1. Tim e evolution of an acetone dro plet surface, ave rag e and cent re tem pera tures ( T s ,

T a v a nd
T c ) (see Ta ble 1 ). ANSYS Fluent results (d otted curves) and com pared with results of the pre vio usly
develop ed In ho use code (IHC) (d ashed a nd solid curves ).

Figure 2. Tim e evolution of ethanol dro plet surface, a ve rage and centre tem perature s ( T s , T a v a nd T c )
(see Tabl e 1). ANSYS Fluen t results (dotted curves) an d com pared wit h results of the pre vio usly
develop ed In ho use code (IHC) (d ashed a nd solid curves ).
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Figure 3. Tim e evolution of 75% ethanol and 2 5% acetone droplet surface, a verage and centre
tem peratures ( T s , T a v and T c ) (see Ta ble 1 ). ANSYS Fluent results (d otted curves) and com pared with
results of the pre viousl y de velope d In house cod e (IHC) (dashe d and soli d curves).

Figure 4. Tim e evolution of 50% ethanol 50% acetone d roplet surface, average a nd centre tem peratu res
(T s,

T a v an d T c ) (see Ta ble 1). ANSYS Fluent results (dotted curves) and com pare d wit h results of the
pre viousl y de velo ped In h ou se code (IHC) (dash ed an d solid curves).
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Figure 5. Tim e evolution of 25% ethanol 75% acetone d roplet surface, average a nd centre tem peratu res
(T s,

T a v an d T c ) (see Ta ble 1). ANSYS Fluent results (dotted curves) and com pare d wit h results of the
pre viousl y de velo ped In h ou se code (IHC) (dash ed an d solid curves).

Conclusions
A model for heating and evaporation of mono- and multi-component droplets, based on analytical solutions to the
heat transfer and species diffusion equations in the liquid phase, is summarised. The implementation of the model
into ANSYS Fluent via User-Defined Functions (UDF) is described. The model is applied to the analysis of pure
acetone, ethanol, and mixtures of acetone/ethanol droplets heating/cooling and evaporation. The predictions of the
customised version of ANSYS Fluent with the new model implemented into it are verified against the results
predicted by previously developed one-dimensional in-house code based on the analytical solutions to the heat
transfer and mass diffusion equations. The latter code in its turn was verified against the predictions of the in-house
code developed at the University of Nancy (France) and validated against experimental data obtained at the same
university.
The agreement between the predictions of these codes is shown to be reasonably good for mono-component (pure
acetone and ethanol) and multi-component droplets comprising acetone with 25, 50 and 75-percentage mass
fractions of ethanol, with input parameters used for pervious validation of the in-house code. This gives us
confidence in using the new customised version of ANSYS Fluent for the analysis of more complex engineering
processes.
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Nomenclature.
BM; BT
bn
b Yn
cp
D
F
h
h0
h Y0
In
I in
j
k
L
m
ṁd
M
NL
Nu
Pe
p
Pr
q
r
Rd

Spalding mass and heat transfer numbers
Parameter introduced in (1)
Parameter introduced in (7)
Specific heat capacity at constant pressure
Binary diffusivity coefficient of vapour in air
Function introduced in Sh* and Nu*
Convection heat transfer coefficient
Parameter introduced in (2)
Parameter introduced in (8)
Integrals, used in Solutions (1) and (4)
Integrals, used in Solution (7)
Parameter, defined in (3)
Thermal conductivity
Latent heat of evaporation
Mass
Evaporation rate
Molar mass
Number of layers inside a droplet
Nusselt number
Peclet number
Pressure
Prandtl number
Heat flux
Distance from the centre of the droplet
Radius of a droplet

Re
Sc
Sh
t
T
v
Y
x

Reynolds number
Schmidt number
Sherwood number
Time
Temperature
Velocity
Mass fraction
Molar fraction

Greek symbols
εi
Vapour species mass fractions
κ
Parameter introduced in (1)
Eigenvalues
λn
μ
Dynamic viscosity
ρ
Density
φ
Parameter defined by Equation (4)
Χ
Correction function defined by Equation (1c)
ζ
parameter defined by (1c)
Subscripts
d
Droplet
eff
Effective
g
Gas
int
Internal
ɩ
Liquid
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